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I am delighted to support Cinemagic’s 2022 
programme, and to see in-person events return to 
local venues where audiences can experience the 
full impact of film on the big screen.
 
As Minister for Communities, Cinemagic’s aims 
echo my own in breaking down barriers and making 
arts and culture accessible to everyone, regardless 
of background. Access to the arts improves 
wellbeing, mental health, and inclusion, and helps 
us understand the cultures and lived experiences 
of others. Cohesive communities are built on 
understanding and celebrating the diversity within 
them.
 
Cinemagic also works to inspire and educate young 
people, nurturing talents and skills which will help 
them access the wealth of career opportunities 
offered by our growing Creative Industries. I am 
committed to helping communities reach their 

potential. Cinemagic helps young people build a 
belief in their future by opening their eyes to what 
they can achieve.
 
This year we have all felt the impact of the cost-
of-living crisis. The Cinemagic Young Audiences 
Supporting Foodbanks initiative is working to help 
those most affected by collecting donations for 
Trussell Trust foodbanks in return for free cinema 
screenings. I am grateful to Cinemagic, its patrons, 
and Trussell Trust for the work they are doing to 
support those who need it most.
 
I hope that this year’s programme inspires you 
all to experience something new, and to make a 
difference where you can.

Deirdre Hargey MLA
Minister for Communities

It is with great pleasure that we launch another year 
of Cinemagic’s International Film and Television 
Festival for Young People. As Chair of Cinemagic, 
I have had the privilege to witness the positive 
impact that Cinemagic continues to have on 
young people from all backgrounds across the 
globe. From developing personal skills to creating 
opportunities in film and television, Cinemagic 
has been committed to educating, inspiring, and 
motivating young people for over 30 years now, and 
I look forward to seeing this amazing work continue 
long into the future.

Cinemagic Festival celebrates our belief of 
supporting young people to broaden their 
horizons and become the best that they can be, 
and we are extremely proud to have touched 
the lives of over one million young people. I have 
been fortunate enough to incorporate my role 

as Director of Corporate Services at Belfast City 
Airport with my work with Cinemagic, and together 
we have launched and delivered the IGNITE Youth 
Leadership Programme. Now in its fourth year, this 
programme will lead to potentially life changing 
opportunities for 100 young people over the course 
of five years by providing a journey of self-discovery 
and personal development.

I am honoured to have been given the opportunity 
to be Cinemagic’s chair as we mark another year 
of Cinemagic’s International Film and Television 
Festival for Young People and I look forward to what 
is sure to be a spectacular programme of events.

Michelle Hatfield 
Chair, Cinemagic Belfast

Welcome Messages of Support

This October we are excited to make a full return 
to arts and cinema venues as we present the 33rd 
Cinemagic International Film and Television Festival 
for Young People. Thank you to everyone for 
supporting the organisation over the last two years 
of challenging and unpredictable times. We look 
forward to meeting everyone in person again, both 
loyal and new audiences, as we extend our reach and 
offer a packed Festival programme bursting with 
creativity.   
 
Since 2020, Cinemagic has worked with hundreds 
of young filmmakers in the creation of over 20 
short films and behind the scenes documentaries. 
Most recently, this year we embarked on a ground-
breaking film production ‘Abia’ in Amman, in 
partnership with Generations for Peace, supported 
by the Irish Department of Foreign Affairs and Irish 
Embassy Jordan, contributing to peace-building 
initiatives there, and we look forward to premiering 
the film later this year.

The 33rd Cinemagic Festival presents unmissable 
opportunities, with fantastic and thought-provoking 
films including special premieres, shorts, and 
international cinema. We have a feast of Industry 

Workshops, Film Juries, Talent Lab Masterclasses, 
the Young Filmmaker Competition Showcase 
and Education Programmes for schools. The 
programme offers young people a vehicle to 
enhance their understanding of the lives of others 
both close to home and across the globe, which is a 
crucial part of building truly cohesive and  inclusive 
communities. Our Young Audiences Supporting 
Foodbanks initiative empowers young people to help 
those in need, and the generosity of audiences to 
date has been remarkable. Throughout the festival 
there are many ways to get involved in foodbank film 
screenings in Belfast, Ballymena, Armagh, Lisburn 
and Bellaghy.

Thank you to our funders and sponsors who 
enable us to offer creative opportunities for young 
audiences. Thank you to the Cinemagic team, board 
members and volunteers who are so dedicated and 
passionate about inspiring young people, and to all 
our patrons who share their knowledge and time 
with us, thank you so much.  

Joan Burney Keatings MBE
Chief Executive, Cinemagic

Belfast City Council is delighted to continue its 
support for the Cinemagic International Film and 
Television Festival for Young People, in this its 33rd 
edition.
 
It’s an exciting year for this annual event as we see its 
full return to venues for the first time in three years. 
It’s encouraging to see audience confidence growing 
again after such a difficult period for our venues. 
Festivals like Cinemagic are vital to our Belfast 
Agenda vision to imagine a culturally vibrant city.  
Belfast is particularly proud of its film and television 
industry and this unique festival celebrates this 

genre and the fantastic talent of our young people 
as well as bringing people together from across the 
community and showcasing what we have to offer.
 
I look forward to enjoying many of the activities on 
offer in this year’s Cinemagic Festival.  

Christina Black
Lord Mayor of Belfast
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Cinemagic Supporters Cinemagic Supporters
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PUBLIC SCREENINGS & EVENTS AT 
ODEON BELFAST, ULSTER MUSEUM, 
THE BELFAST BARGE, THE BLACK 
BOX, STRAND ARTS CENTRE, 
FORBIDDEN PLANET AND W5
www.wegottickets.com/cinemagic

All live public events (screenings, workshops, 
masterclasses) at ODEON Belfast, Ulster Museum, 
The Belfast Barge, The Black Box, Strand Arts 
Centre, Forbidden Planet and W5 can be booked 
via the main festival box office www.wegottickets.
com/cinemagic unless otherwise stated.

*When booking tickets please take time to read 
all venue updates & policies in relation to potential 
COVID 19 restrictions (available on the booking 
page). 

PUBLIC SCREENINGS & EVENTS AT   
QUEEN’S FILM THEATRE
www.queensfilmtheatre.com

All live public events (screenings, workshops, 
masterclasses) at Queen’s Film Theatre Belfast 
can be booked via the venue box office  www.
queensfilmtheatre.com unless otherwise stated. 

*When booking tickets please take time to read 
all venue updates & policies in relation to potential 
COVID 19 restrictions (available on the booking 
page). 

FESTIVAL FILM JURIES
juries@cinemagic.org.uk 

All film jury places are to be booked through the 
Cinemagic administration office.
Tel: 028 9031 1900 /  
Email: juries@cinemagic.org.uk. 

FILM EDUCATION PROGRAMME 
(SCHOOLS)
schools@cinemagic.org.uk 

All film education workshops are to be booked 
through the Cinemagic administration office.
Tel: 028 9031 1900 /  
Email: schools@cinemagic.org.uk

How to Book

Follow Us

Further Information (Public Events)

WALK-UPS / STAND-BY TICKETS
We encourage customers to pre-book tickets for all 
events; however, several tickets will be available to 
purchase on the day of performance at the relevant 
venue box office.   

PAYMENT ON THE DAY
Queen’s Film Theatre and Strand Arts Centre accept 
all major credit & debit cards. For screenings and 
events at The Belfast Barge, The Black Box, ODEON 
Cinemas, Forbidden Planet, Ulster Museum and W5 
a temporary Festival Box Office will be set-up for 
cash payments only. The temporary Box Office will 
be situated in the foyer of each venue and tickets will 
be available to purchase 1 hour before the relevant 
screening/event.

PRICING STRUCTURE
Under each event listing the pricing structure will 
list first the adult ticket price followed by the ticket 
price for concessions (U18, over 65 & students). A 
ticket is not required for a child under 2, who does 
not need their own seat. All other attendees must 
book a ticket. Please note: several screening events 
will only have one ticket price. All workshops and 
masterclasses have one fixed price. 

REFUNDS
Please check your ticket (or email confirmation) as 
soon as you receive it. Tickets/e-tickets cannot be 
exchanged or refunded, unless an event is cancelled, 
rescheduled or if they have been issued in error. 

CHANGES TO THE PROGRAMME
Cinemagic reserves the right to make changes to 
the advertised programme where necessary. You will 
be informed of any changes that might affect your 
booking.

MOBILITY
All Cinemagic public screenings are wheelchair 
accessible.

STARTING TIMES
Films must start on time and cannot be delayed for 
late arrivals. There are no commercial trailers with 
Cinemagic films.

EXIT TIMES
These are approximate and based on the length 
of the film and, where applicable, the discussion 
afterwards.

EDUCATION PROGRAMME: STUDENT CONDUCT
We would like to remind you that class/school 
behaviour throughout the screenings and follow-on 
events is the teacher’s responsibility. The cinema has 
the right to ask the teacher to remove any disruptive 
student from the cinema.

CLASSIFICATION
If a film has a BBFC certificate, this is clearly indicated. 
In all cases, we have recommended a suitable age 
for each screening. If you would like advice on the 
suitability of any film, please contact the festival 
office on Tel: 028 9031 1900.

Screening And 
Workshop Venues

THE BELFAST BARGE
1 Lanyon Place,
Belfast BT1 3LG

THE BLACK BOX
18-22 Hill Street,
Belfast BT1 2LA

FORBIDDEN PLANET INTERNATIONAL
52-54 Ann Street,
Belfast BT1 4EG

ODEON BELFAST
Victoria Square,
Belfast BT1 4QG

QUEEN’S FILM THEATRE
20 University Square,
Belfast BT7 1PA

STRAND ARTS CENTRE
152-154 Holywood Road,
Belfast BT4 1NY

ULSTER MUSEUM 
Botanic Gardens,
Belfast BT9 5AB

W5 
Odyssey Pavilion,
2 Queen’s Quay
Belfast BT3 9QQ
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Sun 2 Oct

11.00am  
(Exit: 12.25pm)
ODEON Belfast, 
Cert: U

£6.00 / £5.00 

As an ancient prophecy entwines around the magical gem in Mia’s bracelet, 
she embarks on an adventurous journey to the remote islands of Centopia. 
Here, Mia not only faces a powerful enemy but also takes her destiny into her 
own hands. Together with her friend Iko, she is ready to face any challenge that 
comes her way. 

The Hero of Centopia is based on the hit Nickelodeon fantasy series Mia and Me, 
where a young girl inherits an ancient book and a magical bracelet that allows 
her to enter the enchanting world of Centopia. Here she exists as an elf with the 
unique ability to communicate with unicorns. The Hero of Centopia is Mia’s first 
theatrical adventure. 

Dir: Adam Gunn & Matthias Temmermans - Germany, Australia, Belgium & India - 2022 - 82 
mins - Cert: U 

MIA AND ME: THE HERO OF CENTOPIA 
Opening Preview 

O C T O B E R  1 4
A T  C I N E M A S

��������
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Wed 12 Oct

6.00pm (Exit: 7.45pm)
Strand Arts Centre
Cert: TBC

£6.00 / £5.00 

Sun 27 Nov

11.00am  
(Exit: 12.00pm)
ODEON Belfast
Cert: U

Free Entry with 
Foodbank Donation 

Based on the best-selling book series by Bernard Waber, Lyle, Lyle, Crocodile, starring Academy Award-winner 
Javier Bardem, Constance Wu, and Shawn Mendes, is a live-action/CGI musical comedy that brings this 
beloved character to a new, global audience.
 
When the Primm family moves to New York City, their young son Josh struggles to adapt to his new school 
and new friends. All that changes when he discovers Lyle - a singing crocodile who loves baths, caviar, and 
great music - living in the attic of his new home. The two become fast friends, but when Lyle’s existence is 
threatened by evil neighbour Mr. Grumps, the Primms must band together with Lyle’s charismatic owner, 
Hector P. Valenti, to show the world that family can come from the most unexpected places and there’s 
nothing wrong with a big singing crocodile with an even bigger personality.

Dir: Josh Gordon & Will Speck - USA - 2022 - Duration: TBC - Cert: TBC

Experience the magic of the CBeebies Christmas Show on the BIG CINEMA 
SCREEN, with additional Exclusive Content featuring your favourite CBeebies 
stars!

The show will be sprinkled with plenty of CBeebies magic, festive music, 
stunning dance performances and a star cast of CBeebies presenters and on-
screen talent, making it an engaging theatrical spectacle for all the family.

LYLE, LYLE, 
CROCODILE  
Special Preview  

CBEEBIES PANTO 2022 - 
DICK WHITTINGTON AND HIS CAT  
N.I. Premiere / Foodbank Screening 

GALA SCREENINGS
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Sun 2 Oct

10.30am  
(Exit: 11.45am)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Age: 3+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Sun 2 Oct

1.00pm  
(Exit: 2.10pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Age: 3+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Best Birthday Ever tells the story of Little Charlie, a small rabbit who lives with 
his loving family and pets in a house at the edge of town. Like many five-year 
olds, Little Charlie goes to a kindergarten and plays with his friends in the 
neighbourhood. He is used to having his parents’ full attention – but all that 
changes when his baby sister Clara is born, leading to an unexpected adventure 
with his best friend Monica. 

Based on the best-selling book series by Rotraut Susanne Berner and with a voice 
cast that includes Jonathan Bailey, Jennifer Saunders, and Adrian Edmondson. 

Dir: Michael Ekblad - Germany, Sweden & Netherlands - 2022 - 74 mins - Age: 3+ - In English

Bring along your favourite Teddy Bears for this special screening for young children. 

Today is the birthday of Teddy, an adventurous bear cub. Papa bear wants his son 
to have a beautiful cake for the occasion! Alas, the honey reserves of the den and 
the surrounding hives have run out. Teddy convinces papa bear to go and search 
for the Golden Land where, some say, there is an endless source of honey. 
Despite his fearful and overprotective character, papa bear agrees. Thus begins a 
journey full of surprises where father and son will learn how to trust each other. 

Dir: Anna Blaszczyk - China & Poland - 2022 - 70 mins - Age: 3+ - In English 

BEST BIRTHDAY EVER Sat 8 Oct

10.30am  
(Exit: 11.35am)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Age: 8+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Sun 9 Oct

1.00pm  
(Exit: 2.25pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre 
Age: 8+

£5.00 / £4.00 

An inspiring musical tale of love, determination, and magic! 

Valentina dreams of becoming a trapeze artist but believes she will never be able 
to make it because she has Down’s syndrome. Her grandmother, who teaches 
her to play chess and sing a lot of songs, always encourages her to never give up. 
Soon, a magical journey will reveal to her all that she can do and that there is no 
need to change anything, you just have to be yourself. 

Dir: Chelo Loureiro - Spain & Portugal - 2021 - 65 mins - Age: 8+ - In Spanish with English 
subtitles

A heart-stopping animated adventure with an important environmental message. 

The fantasy of a small boy Riki reaches far beyond the borders of the adult world, 
far beyond the borders of a gloomy grey city, empty playground, and everyday 
stereotypes. In his fantasy, there is a world called Yourland, where robots are 
wandering around the deserts, monkeys serve as army generals, ravens act like 
mysterious spies and one small shiny stone is the most important source of 
energy. Riki must fight for this small treasure to save Yourland and his own world. 

Dir: Peter Budinsky - Slovakia, Belgium & Czech Republic - 2022 - 85 mins - Age: 8+ - In English

VALENTINA

HUG ME – THE MOVIE 
Teddy Bear Screening! JOURNEY TO YOURLAND

PREMIERES
AND
PREVIEWS
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Sat 15 Oct

10.30am  
(Exit: 12.00pm)
Queen’s Film Theatre 
Age: 8+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Sat 15 Oct

12.30pm  
(Exit: 2.15pm)
Queen’s Film Theatre 
Age: 8+

£5.00 / £4.00 

In this family fantasy from Juha Wuolijoki (Christmas Story) 10-year-old Vinski 
meets a mysterious pharmacist who gives him a bottle of powder that allows 
him to become invisible and walk-through walls. Vinski uses his new powers for 
practical jokes at first, but later to help residents in his small town who have been 
hit by a crime wave. It’s great to have superhero powers, but soon Vinski’s talents 
attract a nasty band of crooks also interested in the secret of invisibility. 

Dir: Juha Wuolijoki - Finland - 2021 - 84 mins - Age: 8+ - In Finnish with English subtitles

The screening will be introduced by writers & directors Tim Clague and Danny Stack. 

Dylan and Molly, a couple of teenagers, buy their first mobile phones. Oddly, the 
phones instantly ring at the same time. When the kids answer, a Mystery Man 
(known only as FUTURE TX) says he’s calling from the future and needs their 
help, right now: to save the world! Suddenly our unlikely heroes are mixed up in 
stakeouts, dodgy clues, weird characters, and deadly drones – drones chasing 
them through gardens, alleyways, and houses, equipped with tranquilising darts! 
Can Future TX be trusted? Can the kids survive today? More importantly, can 
they save tomorrow? After all, the future depends on them. Destiny is calling. 

Dir: Tim Clague & Danny Stack - UK - 2022 - 88 mins - Age: 8+ - In English

VINSKI AND THE INVISIBILITY POWDER 

Sun 16 Oct

10.15am  
(Exit: 12.30pm)
Queen’s Film 
Theatre 
Age: 8+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Sun 16 Oct

1.00pm  
(Exit: 2.20pm)
Queen’s Film 
Theatre 
Age: 8+

£5.00 / £4.00 

After moving to the big city, Laura misses her old home very much. She feels 
lonely, does not like the new apartment and finding friends is not the easiest. 
When she watches a tiny star fall from the sky one night, Laura goes off to 
retrieve it. She comforts it and carefully treats its broken-off piece with a band-
aid. A magical friendship between Laura and the star begins. 

Dir: Joya Thome - Germany - 2021 - 79 mins - Age: 8+ - In German with English subtitles

ISLAND OF LOST GIRLS 

FUTURE TX 

LAURA’S STAR 

The screening will be introduced by filmmakers Ann-Marie & Brian Schmidt and the 
cast of young actors. 

Island of Lost Girls may be a family film, but it’s also one of the coolest, craziest, 
and most intense nature thrillers ever made! It’s the story of three young girls 
trying to stick together as they get trapped in a sea cave filled with crashing 
waves, hundreds of sea lions, and monstrous elephant seals. Shot on location on 
a remote island off the coast of Baja, Mexico, the three young actors performed 
all their own stunts, often swimming in real sea caves and encountering a host of 
wild animals. 

Dir: Ann-Marie Schmidt & Brian Schmidt - Mexico & USA - 2022 - 104 mins - Age: 8+ - In English
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Sun 16 Oct

11.00am 
(Exit: 12.45pm)
ODEON Belfast
Age: 15+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Set after the collapse of Earth's ecosystem, this immersive and powerful sci-fi 
thriller follows Vesper, a headstrong 13-year-old girl surviving in the remnants of 
a strange and dangerous world with her ailing father, Darius. When Vesper finds 
the mysterious Camellia alone and disoriented after a crash, she agrees to help 
find her missing companion in exchange for safe passage. Vesper soon discovers 
brutal neighbour Jonas is searching for Camellia, who harbours a life-changing 
secret. Forced into a dangerous adventure, Vesper must rely on her wits and 
bio-hacking abilities to unlock the key to an alternate future. Starring Raffiella 
Chapman (His Dark Materials), Eddie Marsan (Sherlock Holmes), Richard Blake 
(Game of Thrones) and Rosy McEwan (The Alienist). 

Dir: Kristina Buozyte & Bruno Samper – Lithuania, France & Belgium - 2022 - 113 mins - Age: 
15+ - In English

VESPER

Sat 22 Oct

10.30am 
(Exit: 12.00pm)
Queen’s Film Theatre 
Age: 12+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Sat 22 Oct

12.30pm 
(Exit: 2.20pm)
Queen’s Film Theatre 
Age: 12+

£5.00 / £4.00 

An entertaining family film that takes you on a charming, yet emotional summer 
adventure by the sea. 

All 12-year-old Sofia wants to do this summer is to go camping with her friends, 
but she soon finds herself spending the vacation in a run-down house with her 
annoying grandmother and eccentric great-aunt. Without her friends, mobile 
signal, or the internet the days are long, but the monotony is soon broken when 
Sofia discovers her grandma has a secret admirer! However, as she investigates 
her granny’s love-life, she also unexpectedly discovers a long-kept family secret. 
This is a gentle story about growing up and reconciliation. 

Dir: Radivoje Andric - Serbia, Croatia, Bulgaria & Slovakia - 2022 - 87 mins - Age: 12+ - In Serbian 
with English subtitles

The journey of a boy who wants to be alone, because he is different, and ends up 
with a true friend.

The heart-warming story of ten-year-old Juozapas, a boy who was born with 
his heart outside of his chest yet still survived. Juozapas tries to avoid too 
much interaction with the other children and the centre of his world becomes a 
magnificent, deserted house...and his friends become the insects who occupy 
this building. But when Rugilė arrives in town, Juozapas's life is completely thrown 
upside down. A visually beautiful story of one boy's quest to find acceptance in a 
sometimes-unforgiving world.

Dir: Inesa Kurklietyte - Lithuania - 2021 - 108 mins - Age: 12+ - In Lithuanian with English subtitles

HOW I LEARNED TO FLY

A BUTTERFLY’S HEART 
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Tues 1 Nov

10.30am 
(Exit: 12.05pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Age: 15+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Tues 1 Nov

1.00pm 
(Exit: 2.35pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Age: 15+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Sasha doesn’t want to cry. She’s deeply angry at her mother for taking her own 
life. To escape a similar fate, the 13-year-old compiles a survival list. First up: cut 
off her long hair. Second: don’t read any more books. Third: never take care of 
something that's alive. And fourth: become a stand-up comedian to make her 
papa laugh again. On her way, Sasha can count on the support from friends and 
family, even if they can’t always follow her moves, like when she tells one of her 
bad jokes. 

Director Sanna Lenken demonstrates a sensitive feeling for the emotional life of 
her protagonist and allows grief and anger to be transformed by real humour.

Dir: Sanna Lenken - Sweden - 2022 - 93 mins - Age: 15+ - In Swedish with English subtitles

There seems to be little room in society for imaginative people. Paul's father 
was personally affected by this. When he told the people of his village how old 
records indicated there was a legendary cave inside the Ursulenberg mountain, 
they thought he was a crank. But more than a year ago, he left on an expedition 
and never returned. Did he find the cave and have an accident there? Paul has 
a hard time coping with his father's disappearance and decides to take drastic 
action. On the last day of school, he picks up his father's notes and decides to go 
in search of the cave with his best friend. Thus begins the summer of their lives.

Dir: Andre Hormann - Germany - 2021 - 92 mins - Age: 15+ - In German with English subtitles

COMEDY QUEEN 

NIGHT FOREST 

Sun 23 Oct

10.30am 
(Exit: 12.10pm)
Queen’s Film Theatre 
Age: 12+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Sun 23 Oct

1.00pm 
(Exit: 2.25pm)
Queen’s Film Theatre 
Age: 12+

£5.00 / £4.00 

For many years, Halloween was a special time for Asger. But this year it’s 
different. His father recently passed away, and any thoughts of celebrating the 
holiday have all but disappeared. When his mother suggests that he takes his 
little sister Petra trick-or-treating disaster strikes, as in a split second, Petra 
disappears without a trace. Meanwhile, burglars are roaming the town stalking 
for the next home to rob. They soon encounter Petra, and a game of cat & 
mouse begins. They all end up at an abandoned house where Petra must find 
a way to outsmart the criminals. At the same time, Asger must overcome all 
obstacles on Halloween night to find Petra and return home safely. 

An exciting adventure about growing up, dealing with grief, and most importantly, 
celebrating friendship. 

Dir: Philip Th. Pedersen - Denmark - 2021 - 97 mins - Age: 12+ - In Danish with English subtitles

In a utopian high-tech future, the climate crisis is solved, people live in harmony 
with nature and robots work as personal assistants. Nevertheless, not 
everything is perfect! School life still sucks for 12-year-old Alberte. Her old teddy 
bear-like android Robbi is quite an embarrassment to her. But with the perfect 
birthday present – the newest model of humanoid (Konrad) that’s not even on 
the market yet – everything seems to change. Suddenly Alberte’s popularity 
spikes as she is now the kid with the most advanced technology at school. But 
can the connection between Alberte and Konrad hold up to a real friendship?

Dir: Frederik Meldal Norgaard - Denmark - 2022 - 84 mins - Age: 12+ - In Danish with English 
subtitles

THE SEEKERS - THRILL NIGHT 

MY ROBOT BROTHER 
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Wed 5 Oct

7.20pm (Exit: 9.00pm)
The Black Box 
Age: 15+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Five atmospheric, thoughtful, and experimental 
short films that explore the youth experience 
through an avant-garde and dreamlike gaze. 

A FIRECRACKER STORY 

SHORT FILM
PROGRAMMES

Wed 2 Nov

10.30am 
(Exit: 12.15pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Age: 15+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Wed 2 Nov

1.00pm 
(Exit: 2.20pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Age: 15+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Everything is fine ... if you don’t tell anyone! 

Kristjan and the other kids from the neighbourhood are best friends and spend 
their summer days with games and adventures in an abandoned old factory. 
After being chased away from the grounds by Elmar, the grumpy security guard, 
a freak accident casts a dark shadow over the group – and Kristjan must face the 
hardest decision of his young life. Will he dare to save a life against all odds? 

A tense and powerful ‘Lord of the Flies’ inspired drama from director Jaak Kilmi, 
and a compelling coming-of-age tale in which carefree childhood innocence 
comes into conflict with a harsh reality. 

Dir: Jaak Kilmi - Estonia & Latvia - 2022 - 101 mins - Age: 15+ - in Estonian with English subtitles 

A compassionate tale of loss and solace.

In Moja’s family, there is a gaping hole. A plate still sits on the table, but the chair 
behind it remains empty. Her father is but a shadow of his former self; filled 
with grief for his wife, he irons, cooks meals that remind him of his Slovenian 
homeland and clings to routine. Meanwhile, her big sister Vesna keeps trying to 
burn through her own pain and bewilderment with slam poetry and cigarettes, 
seemingly repressing the fact that she is heavily pregnant. And so, it falls on ten-
year-old Moja to keep things afloat and prepare for the baby’s birth.

Dir: Sara Kern - Slovenia & Australia - 2022 - 80 mins - Age: 15+ - in English & Slovenian with 
English subtitles 

THE SLEEPING BEAST 

MOJA VESNA 

Chicken
Dir: Anastassiya Biryucheva - Kazakhstan - 2022 - 
20 mins
Two young boys, abandoned by their fathers, are 
trying to make their first important steps in life. 

A Firecracker Story
Dir: Zhizi Hao - UK & China - 2021 - 20 mins
We follow a boy searching for fireworks during the 
Chinese New Year’s Eve, after a firework ban has 
been introduced in his southern Chinese town. 

Alma Y Paz
Dir: Cris Gris - Mexico - 2022 - 14 mins
A young girl struggles to maintain a connection 
to her late mother and their home when her adult 
half-sister arrives with plans for the future.  

Blue Noise
Dir: Simon Maria Kubiena - Germany & Austria - 
2022 - 17 mins
After a young apprentice turns away from his 
father out of disappointment, he seeks paternal 
closeness with his instructor. 

Sër Bi
Dir: Moly Kane - Senegal & France - 2020 - 20 mins
A young woman prepares for her marriage while 
desperately and courageously trying to erase her 
past.
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Spuffies
Dir: Jaka Ivanc - Slovenia - 2021 - 12 mins
When they've eaten the very last delicious fruit 
the Spuffies head to the next grove.

Hush, Hush, Little Bear
Dir: Māra Liniņa - Latvia - 2022 - 5 mins
It’s time to say good night. Ever so gently, the 
bears lift their children onto a fluffy bed of clouds.

Polar Bear Bears Boredom
Dir: Koji Yamamura - Japan - 2021 - 7 mins
A polar bear becomes very bored with the marine 
animals in the deep blue sea. 

Red Junior and the Wolf
Dir: Winnie Wu - USA - 2021 - 4 mins
In a fairy tale world, Red Riding Hood’s 
granddaughter is best friends with Wolfie, a young 
wolf.

Hello to Me in 100 Years
Dir: Wu-Ching Chang - Taiwan - 2022 - 10 mins
What will life be like in 100 years? Will there be 
flying cars? Maybe we’ll live under the sea! 

Hitchhiker Travelling the Galaxy
Dir: Junhee Lee - South Korea - 2022 - 6 mins
Sal, a troublesome alien, crashes on Murphy’s 
planet with a huge explosion. How will she get 
home?

Who Said Monster?
Dir: Francesco Forti - Italy - 2021 - 4 mins
It’s a dark night and a frightened little bird goes 
into the woods. 

Centipede 
Dir: Vera Ivanova - Bulgaria - 2022 - 8 mins
Wondering how she is controlling all her legs; a 
centipede gets entangled and falls to the ground. 

Papa is Big, I am Small 
Dir: Anya Ru & Masha Rumyantseva - Italy - 2021 - 3 
mins
A little girl says goodbye to her beloved sailor 
father who is leaving on a long journey. 

Sat 8 Oct

11.00am (Exit: 12.00pm)
The Belfast Barge
Age: 3+

£5.00 / £4.00 

A collection of short animations designed to appeal 
to young children. 

SHORTS FOR SHORTIES 

Mimine
Dir: Simon Laganiere - Canada - 2022 - 13 mins
A clumsy and reckless father, who has custody of 
his estranged son for the day, decides to dazzle 
him with a moment tinged with magic. 

Salt Water Town
Dir: Dan Thorburn - UK - 2021 - 15 mins
Liam helps run a failing caravan park with his 
father, Glenn, who clings to the belief that 
prosperity will soon return. 

Mudflats
Dir: Luis Campos - Portugal - 2022 - 18 mins
When Alice’s mother becomes sick she is left with 
Pedro, her mother’s friend, and the man believed 
to be her biological father. 

Datsun
Dir: Mark Albiston - New Zealand - 2021 - 15 mins
A fourteen-year-old boy, whose Mum plans on 
selling his deceased Dad’s Datsun, decides to 
take his best friend and little brother on one last 
joyride.

Al-Sit
Dir: Suzannah Mirghani - Sudan & Qatar - 2020 - 20 
mins
An arranged marriage in a cotton-farming village 
in Sudan. Does 15 year old Nafisa have a choice?

Thurs 6 Oct

7.30pm (Exit: 9.00pm)
The Black Box 
Age: 15+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Five short films celebrating and 
examining the beautiful, but often 
complex, relationships between 
kids and their parents. 

FOREVER YOUNG 
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Sat 15 Oct

10.30am 
(Exit: 11.30am)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Age: 8+

£5.00 / £4.00 

Immobile Stars 
Chenghua, aged 9, is preparing a school project on space travel with her best 
friend. She cannot find enough time to finish the project as she is constantly 
asked to translate for her parents. They do not speak French and are dependent 
on their child; they do not realise that they are placing too heavy a weight on her 
young shoulders. Chenghua can’t take any more and tries to break free from her 
family. Her desire for space and her natural enthusiasm will help her take those 
vital steps.

Dir: Noemi Gruner & Selena Picque - France - 2022 - 26 mins - Ages: 8+ - In French with English 
subtitles 

Funny Birds 
Ellie has a wild imagination, an endless curiosity, and a passion for birds. She 
watches them, listens to them, and observes them in all situations: on the 
streets, at school and even at the library. One day, the school librarian lends 
her a rare ornithology book. Ellie goes back to the library the next day to hand it 
back, only to find out that the doors are already closed. Her curiosity leads her 
to return it in person to the librarian, who lives on an island in the middle of the 
Loire River. it’s the start of an adventure at the heart of nature, and an initiatory 
trip for Ellie.

Dir: Charlie Belin - France - 2022 - 32 mins - Ages: 8+ - In English 

Two short featurettes 
celebrating the achievements 
of girls and young women.

IMMOBILE STARS + 
FUNNY BIRDS
Double Bill Screening 

TALES OF 
EARLY BRAVERY
A Girl’s Coming of Age Story 

Mulberryhood
Dir: Pedro Augusto Almeida - Portugal - 2022 - 15 
mins
It’s 2004. Three boys play ball on a summer day; 
until two brothers interfere with the game!

Sand Pie
Dir: Katerina Karhankova - Czech Republic - 2022 
- 10 mins
Mína and her Toy friend are having fun in a sandpit. 
Suddenly, mud pies are thrown, and the Toy is 
captured by a group of biker kids!

Little Stranger
Dir: Patrick J O’Reilly - Northern Ireland - 2021 - 13 
mins
A dance-theatre film, focusing on the experience 
of a migrant child. A little stranger is found on a 
railway line and given refuge and protection by her 
new friends.

Monsieur Lucien
Dir: Robin Barriere - France - 2022 - 9 mins
Monsieur Lucien comes to present his 
extraordinary inventions to a class of children. 
Imagination is a bridge between generations.

Planet Robin 
Dir: Johan Kaos - Norway - 2022 - 18 mins
One day Robin discovers a small Planet hovering 
in the forest, it’s damaged and in need of help.

The Sky is Square
Dir: Agnes Maagaard - Germany - 2022 - 12 mins
Chelar is upset. Upset with climate change, upset 
with the rules of her classmate’s games, and 
upset with the absence of any real connection 
with nature.

Frank & Emmet
Dir: Carlos Fernandez Puertolas - USA - 2021 - 13 
mins
The story of two life-long friends and show-
business partners who, after weeks of drifting 
apart, sit together to have a much-needed talk. 

Sat 8 Oct

1.00pm (Exit: 2.30pm)
The Belfast Barge
Age: 8+

£5.00 / £4.00 

A collection of new live-action shorts that celebrate 
the creativity, inventiveness, and ingenuity of youth.

THE SKY IS SQUARE 
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Frankie
Dir: Josh Lynas - Northern Ireland - 2021 - 16 mins
Frankie was born with a visual difference. Angry 
and frustrated at the world she has hidden herself 
away from society, until one night she is forced to 
show her true self. 

The Fantastical Millipede 
Dir: Daniel Christophersen - UK - 2021 - 13 mins
Teenage superhero Hannah Harper finds that 
despite her powers, she is powerless to save the 
world from its real-world problems. 

Sirius
Dir: Yasmin Afifi - UK - 2022 - 18 mins
A complex exploration of the relationship 
between an 8-year-old girl and her father, of 
which beyond the dysfunctional nature of it, is 
rooted in love and friendship. 

Silence
Dir: TJ O’Grady Peyton - UK & Japan - 2020 - 14 
mins
A young man wanders around the city, where 
people wearing masks come and go. One day, 
he finds a girl dancing ballet in an abandoned 
building. 

Kirill
Dir: Jasper Banerjee - UK & Ireland - 2022 - 14 mins
Plagued by injuries, former world champion 
powerlifter Kirill Sakharov re-examines his origins 
and mentality as he seeks to overcome self-
doubt and return stronger. 

Letter to You
Dir: Niccolò Salvato - UK - 2021 - 11 mins
Sarah is a sensitive and curious 17-year-old. She 
roams around the streets of London with her 
pink roller skates, Bluetooth headphones, and 
an attentive gaze moving from one passer-by to 
another.

How is the Dog
Dir: Mick Robinson - Ireland & Canada - 2020 - 13 
mins
Deranged by a sudden death in the family, a young 
woman flees to the countryside in the hope of 
establishing an idyllic rural life.

Sun 30 Oct

10.20am (Exit: 12.00pm)
Queen’s Film Theatre
Age: 15+

£5.00 / £4.00 

A collection of short dramas, documentaries, 
and experimental films from new, up-and-
coming Irish and UK filmmakers.  

LETTER TO YOU 

An Invisible Apprentice 
Dir: Emilia Herbst - Argentina - 2022 - 12 mins
A young roller-skater has no words when it comes 
to expressing her feelings.  

Hannah’s Dream
Dir: Eugene Arts & Emily Reekers - Netherlands - 
2021 - 14 mins
To cheer up her father, Hannah comes up with a 
spontaneous action that results in a symphonic 
concert through the neighbourhood. 

Apocalypse Anytime Now
Dir: Jen Lim - UK - 2021 - 8 mins
Samuel lives every day in fear that the world is on 
the brink of collapse. As a result, he never leaves 
his room.

Evergreen Forest
Dir: Tommaso Diaceri - Italy - 2021 - 13 mins
Two thirteen-year-old girls, bonded by a strong 
friendship, decide to overcome their deepest fear 
from their childhood. 

The Mermaid’s Tale
Dir: Aidan McArdle - UK - 2022 - 13 mins
Maeve is a young girl struggling with the loss of 
her mother. Her dad is trying but failing to be 
there for her and is lost within his own grief. 

Burros
Dir: Jefferson Stein - USA - 2021 - 15 mins
In southern Arizona, a young Indigenous girl 
discovers a Hispanic migrant who has been 
separated from her father while traveling through 
the Tohono O’odham tribal lands into the US.

Talia
Dir: Cara Bamford - UK - 2020 - 10 mins
Talia loves nature. Endlessly curious, she finds 
new ways to slip out of the house – pushing her 
boundaries to explore the world beyond her front 
garden. 

Olly Olly Oxen Free 
Dir: Valerio Filardo - Italy - 2022 - 12 mins
In his last attempt to cross the border, Alì decides 
to hide inside a caravan, finding himself face to 
face with Claudio, an Italian boy of the same age.

Sun 30 Oct

12.30pm (Exit: 2.10pm)
Queen’s Film Theatre
Age: 12+

£5.00 / £4.00 

A series of short films illustrating the 
resilience, fortitude and creativity of 
young people. 

APOCALYPSE ANYTIME NOW 
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Sat 1 Oct

10.30am (Exit: 11.30am)
Ulster Museum, Lecture Theatre
Age: 7+

£4.00 / £3.00 

Sun 9 Oct

10.30am (Exit: 11.30am)
Ulster Museum, Lecture Theatre
Age: 3+

£4.00 / £3.00 

Lloyd B Fly lives with his parents, his little sister PB and their maggot 
siblings inside a compost bin. Lloyd and PB are usually accompanied 
by Lloyd’s best friend, Abacus Woodlouse, and eccentric tag-along, 
Cornea Butterfly. Together they explore the strange world beyond the 
compost bin, where there is no shortage of lessons to learn.  

Follow mischievous, charming Peter Rabbit and his friends as they 
overcome obstacles, outwit predators, and avoid danger. Peter wants 
to grow up to be just like his late father and carries a journal (a guide 
on how to be a good rabbit) on his adventures with his friends, Cousin 
Benjamin Bunny, and Lily Bobtail. 

LLOYD OF THE FLIES 

Sat 22 Oct

10.30am (Exit: 11.10am)
Ulster Museum, Lecture Theatre
Age: 3+

£4.00 / £3.00 

Sat 29 Oct

10.30am (Exit: 11.45am)
Ulster Museum, Lecture Theatre 
Age: 3+

£4.00 / £3.00 

Lyrically gifted middle schooler Karma juggles rap dreams and rhyme 
schemes while using her talent, ambition, and heart to solve any 
problem. Karma learns that through music she can stay “true to 
herself" instead of letting challenges push her down. 

Lovely Little Farm follows sisters Jill and Jacky as they love and nurture 
all the nature on their magical farm full of talking animals. Being a young 
farmer isn’t easy, but every day brings these sisters adventure and a 
chance to grow. 

KARMA’S WORLD 

PETER RABBIT 
LOVELY LITTLE FARM  
+ Intro with series head writer Tony Cooke

JUNIOR TV & 
PRE-SCHOOL
FAVOURITES 

Join us and celebrate the very best Junior and 
Pre-School TV children’s content with these 
special festival multi-episode packages.
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Sun 2 Oct

3.00pm (Exit: 4.35pm)
Ulster Museum, Lecture Theatre 
Cert: U

£4.00 / £3.00 

Sun 9 Oct

3.00pm (Exit: 4.35pm)
Ulster Museum, Lecture Theatre
Cert: U

£4.00 / £3.00 

This classic children’s fantasy adventure follows 12-year-old Tom who 
discovers a complex underwater world where young children are held 
prisoner by an evil shark and an eel. 

Dir: Lionel Jefferies - UK & Poland - 1978 - 92 mins - Cert: U

A brave unicorn and a magician fight an evil King who is obsessed with 
attempting to capture the world’s unicorns. A sparkling animated 
musical for the whole family. 

Dir: Jules Bass & Arthur Rankin Jr - UK, France, Germany, USA & Japan - 1982 - 92 
mins - Cert: U

THE WATER BABIES 

Sun 16 Oct

10.20am (Exit: 12.30pm)
Ulster Museum, Lecture Theatre
Cert: U

£4.00 / £3.00 

Sat 22 Oct

12.30pm (Exit: 2.35pm)
Ulster Museum, Lecture Theatre
Cert: U

£4.00 / £3.00 

Fantasia brought to light Disney’s vision of blending animated imagery 
with classical music. What had begun as a vehicle to enhance Mickey 
Mouse’s career blossomed into a full-length feature film that remains 
unique in the history of animation. 

Dir: Multiple - USA - 1940 - 125 mins - Cert: U

Adapted from the Broadway musical, this is the delightful, family-
friendly story of little orphan Annie desperately seeking a way out 
of her seemingly hopeless situation at Miss Hannigan’s tyrannical 
orphanage. 

Dir: John Huston - USA - 1982 - 125 mins - Cert: U

FANTASIA 

ANNIE  
40th Anniversary Screening

THE LAST UNICORN 
40th Anniversary Screening

ANNIVERSARY, HERITAGE
& FAMILY CLASSICS

© Walt Disney Studios
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Sun 23 Oct

11.00am (Exit: 12.45pm)
ODEON Belfast
Cert: U

£5.00 / £4.00 

Sun 23 Oct

3.00pm (Exit: 5.00pm)
Ulster Museum, Lecture Theatre
Cert: U

£5.00 / £4.00 

Dorothy dreams of a land “somewhere over the rainbow” and after a 
tornado rages through her hometown, her dreams come true. Joined 
by her dog Toto and a band of unlikely friends, Dorothy sets out on the 
yellow brick road to find the enigmatic Wizard of Oz. 

Dir: Victor Fleming - USA - 1939 - 105 mins - Cert: U 

Get ready for peaceful slumber at the annual Cinemagic pyjama party! 
Come along with your favourite bedtime toy or in your sleep suits and 
cosy pyjamas to enjoy a dreamy afternoon of storytelling, film-fun with 
Disney’s Aladdin! Our pyjama party will take you on an adventure filled 
journey from Belfast’s Ulster Museum to Fairy Tale Lands and back 
again. Our special storyteller this year is Jo Britland who will be telling a 
bedtime story with the help of a very special guest! 

Aladdin – Street-smart Aladdin and Princess Jasmine join forces to 
save the kingdom from the evil sorcerer Jafar. 

Dir: Ron Clements & John Musker - USA - 1992 - 90 mins - Cert: U 

THE WIZARD OF OZ 

ALADDIN  
30th Anniversary Screening
+ ‘Pyjama Party’ & Storytelling 

Sat 1 Oct

1.00pm (Exit: 2.30pm)
Ulster Museum, Lecture Theatre
Cert: U 

Free Entry with Food Donation 

We have partnered with the South Belfast Foodbank to host a series of film screenings in the Ulster Museum 
where audiences, rather than paying for a regular ticket to gain entry to the film screening, are invited to 
donate an essential item/food item needed by the Foodbank to support the local community.

*Please note customers will still need to book and reserve tickets via the festival box-office –  
www.wegottickets.com/cinemagic 

You’re never too young to learn about the earth and the environment - The festival foodbank film 
programme showcases the very best eco-friendly family movies with themes that teach children about the world 
around them. 

Barry B Benson, a bee who has just completed his graduation, decides 
to sue humans after he learns about the exploitation of bees at the 
hands of mankind.

Dir: Simon J Smith & Steve Hickner - USA - 2007 - 90 mins - Cert: U

BEE MOVIE 

YOUNG AUDIENCES
SUPPORTING FOODBANKS 
Festival Screening Programme

© Walt Disney Studios
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‘Young Audiences Supporting Foodbanks’ – Regional Programme 

Throughout 2022 we have expanded the Foodbank screening initiative from our South Belfast base to venues across 
Northern Ireland. In August we worked alongside Flowerfield Arts Centre, Portstewart and the Causeway Foodbank, 
and in the Autumn we will be visiting more towns including Armagh, Ballymena, Bangor, Lisburn and Magherafelt.

Sat 8 Oct

1.00pm (Exit: 2.30pm)
Ulster Museum, Lecture Theatre
Cert: U

Free Entry with Food Donation 

Sun 23 Oct

12.30pm (Exit: 2.20pm)
Ulster Museum, Lecture Theatre
Cert: U

Free Entry with Food Donation 

Sat 15 Oct

1.00pm (Exit: 2.15pm)
Ulster Museum, Lecture Theatre
Cert: U

Free Entry with Food Donation 

Sat 29 Oct

1.00pm (Exit: 2.40pm)
Ulster Museum, Lecture Theatre
Cert: U

Free Entry with Food Donation 

A 12-year-old boy searches for the one thing that will enable him to 
win the affection of the girl of his dreams. To find it he must discover 
the story of the Lorax, the grumpy yet charming creature who fights to 
protect his world.

Dir: Chris Renaud & Kyle Balda - USA & France - 2012 - 86 mins - Cert: U

Moana sets sail on a daring mission to save her people. Along the way, 
she meets the mighty demigod Maui, and together they cross the 
ocean on a fun-filled action-packed adventure. 

Dir: Ron Clements & John Musker - USA - 2016 - 107 mins - Cert: PG 

The magical inhabitants of a rainforest fight to save their home, which 
is threatened by logging and a polluting force of destruction called 
Hexxus. 

Dir: Bill Kroyer - USA & Australia - 1992 - 75 mins - Cert: U

In the distant future, a small waste-collecting robot inadvertently 
embarks on a space journey that will ultimately decide the fate of 
mankind. 

Dir: Andrew Stanton - USA - 2008 - 98 mins - Cert: U

THE LORAX 
10th Anniversary Screening

MOANA 

FERNGULLY: THE LAST RAINFOREST 
30th Anniversary Screening

WALL·E

© Walt Disney Studios

© Disney Pixar
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Sat 1 Oct

3.00pm (Exit: 4.30pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Cert: PG

£5.00 / £4.00 

A young boy in a remote medieval outpost under siege from barbarian raids is 
beckoned to adventure when a celebrated master illuminator arrives with an 
ancient book, brimming with secret wisdom and power.

Dir: Tomm Moore & Nora Twomey - Ireland, Belgium & France - 2009 - 71 mins - Cert: PG 

Before the screening, award-winning Irish author, and illustrator (& former Irish 
Laureate for Children’s Literature) Niamh Sharkey will lead a storytelling session 
based on her first book “Irish Legends for the Very Young”. 

Sat 8 Oct

3.00pm (Exit: 4.30pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Cert: U

£5.00 / £4.00 

Sat 15 Oct

3.00pm (Exit: 5.00pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Cert: U

£5.00 / £4.00 

When the compassionate animal-fairy, Fawn, befriends a sleepy furry giant 
called the NeverBeast, persuading Queen Clarion and the vigilant Scout Fairies 
of its kindness is easier said than done. 

Dir: Steve Loter - USA - 2014 - 76 mins - Cert: U

Before the screening author and storyteller Jonny Willox will lead a storytelling 
session based on his new children’s book, “The Hairy Fairy”. 

Wilbur the pig fears the end of the season, because he knows that come that 
time, he will end up on the dinner table. He hatches a plan with Charlotte, a 
spider that lives in his pen, to ensure that this will never happen. 

Dir: Gary Winick - USA, Germany & Australia - 2006 - 97 mins - Cert: U

Before the screening, and to celebrate the 70th anniversary of E. B. White’s 
Charlotte’s Web, Irish writer and author Michelle Gallen will introduce the film by 
reading an extract from the original book – originally published on 15th Oct 1952. 

CHARLOTTE’S WEB   
Introduction by Michelle Gallen 

TINKER BELL AND THE LEGEND OF THE NEVERBEAST  
Introduction by Jonny Willox

THE SECRET OF KELLS 
Introduction by Niamh Sharkey 

TALES AT 
TWILIGHT

We are delighted to present our ‘Tales at Twilight’ programme as part of the 2022 
Festival. The late afternoon film screenings will be based at the Ulster Museum and 
are designed as relaxed, cosy, and friendly film events for story lovers young and 
old! We will be welcoming some very special guests, local authors, and storytellers 
to introduce each of the screenings and to share their love of storytelling. © Walt Disney Studios
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Sat 22 Oct

3.00pm (Exit: 4.45pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Cert: U

£5.00 / £4.00 

Sat 29 Oct

3.10pm (Exit: 5.00pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Cert: PG

£5.00 / £4.00 

A young boy befriends a giant robot from outer space that a paranoid 
government agent wants to destroy. 

Dir: Brad Bird - USA - 1999 - 86 mins - Cert: U

Before the screening Northern Irish artist, illustrator and writer Oliver Jeffers will 
lead a storytelling session based on his new children’s book, “Meanwhile Back on 
Earth”. 

Ben, a young Irish boy, and his little sister Saoirse, a girl who can turn into a seal, 
go on an adventure to free the fairies and save the spirit world. 

Dir: Tomm Moore - Ireland, Demark, Belgium & France - 2014 - 93 mins - Cert: PG 

Before the screening Irish writer and storyteller Marianne McShane will lead 
a storytelling session based on her new children’s book, “The Fog Catcher’s 
Daughter”. 

SONG OF THE SEA 
Introduction by Marianne McShane 

THE IRON GIANT   
Introduction by Oliver Jeffers 
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Sun 30 Oct

10.30am (Exit: 12.00pm)
Ulster Museum, Lecture 
Theatre
Cert: PG 

£4.00 / £3.00 

Sun 30 Oct

12.30pm 
(Exit: 3.00pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Cert: U

£5.00 / £4.00 

When a boy’s beloved dog passes away suddenly, he attempts to bring the 
animal back to life through a powerful science experiment. 

Dir: Tim Burton - USA - 2012 - 87 mins - Cert: PG 

*Fancy Dress (Optional) – Prizes for best costumes.

In 1940 an eccentric young spinster becomes an apprentice witch. With the 
help of three children (Charlie, Carrie, and Paul) and her unwitting mentor, she 
finds a magic spell on a legendary Isle, then uses it to rout a band of German 
commandos intent on invading England.  

Dir: Robert Stevenson - USA - 1971 - 117 mins - Cert: U

We are delighted to welcome original lead cast member Cindy O’Callaghan, 
who played Carrie Rawlins, to the festival to take part in a special Q&A before 
the screening. 

Sun 30 Oct

3.45pm (Exit: 4.45pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Age: All 

£6.00 / £5.00 

Mon 31 Oct

10.30am (Exit: 11.30am)
Ulster Museum, Lecture 
Theatre
Age: 6+

£4.00 / £3.00 

Come join Mr Hullabaloo and friends on 
the Fairy-tale Farm for an exciting Autumn 
adventure! From baking bread with Dotty the 
Cook, to visiting the magical pumpkin patch 
at Hideaway Hallow. This show is full of magical moments and troublesome tricks, 
especially with the naughty little witch Troubleena and Mischief the Cat around! Don’t 
forget to keep an eye out for Snarly the Dragon, he’s a little scared…but he always is! 

Disney Junior's Vampirina tells the story of Vampirina (aka "Vee"), a young 
vampire girl who becomes the new kid in town when her family moves from 
Transylvania to Pennsylvania to open a bed and breakfast called the Scare B&B 
for visiting ghouls and goblins. Vee must learn to adapt to human culture with 
the help of her friends Poppy and Bridget, while also learning to appreciate her 
unique individuality.

After the screening join us for a fun & interactive ‘Drama & Dance’ session at the 
Halloween Disco!

© Disney

VAMPIRINA  
Double-Episode Screening
+ Halloween Drama & Dance!

MR HULLABALOO’S 
HAPPY HALLOWEEN   
Children’s Theatre Show 

FRANKENWEENIE 
10th Anniversary / Fancy Dress Screening

BEDKNOBS & BROOMSTICKS 
Q&A with Cindy O’Callaghan 

HALLOWEEN AT 
THE FESTIVAL 

© Walt Disney Studios

© Walt Disney Studios
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Mon 31 Oct

10.30am (Exit: 12.25pm)
The Black Box
Cert: U

£5.00 / £4.00 

Mon 31 Oct

1.00pm (Exit: 2.40pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Cert: PG 

£4.00 / £3.00 

Dorothy, saved from a psychiatric experiment by a mysterious girl, is somehow 
called back to Oz when a wicked witch and the Nome King destroy everything 
that makes the magical land beautiful. With the help of Tik-Tok and Jack Pumpkin 
Head, can Dorothy save the day, and once again, find the way home.

Dir: Walter Murch - USA & UK - 1985 - 113 mins - Cert: U

Three hundred years after they were sentenced to die in Salam, a trio of 
witches return to gain their revenge. Terrorising the town’s trick-or-treaters 
on Halloween, riding on vacuum cleaners instead of broomsticks, the only 
thing that can stop them is a black cat – in fact a boy who was turned into a 
cat on the day of the witches’ original execution.   

Dir: Kenny Ortega - USA - 1993 - 96 mins - Cert: PG 

*Fancy Dress (Optional) – Prizes for best costumes.

Mon 31 Oct

3.20pm (Exit: 4.55pm)
The Black Box
Cert: PG 

£5.00 / £4.00 

Mon 31 Oct

1.00pm (Exit: 2.50pm)
The Black Box 
Cert: PG 

£5.00 / £4.00 

Seymour works in a rundown flower shop on Skid Row and seeks a way of 
bringing the shop – and himself – fame and fortune. He buys an exotic plant – 
Audrey – which proves good for business, but gradually he’s horrified to learn 
that it craves blood and flesh and must satisfy its appetite.

Dir: Frank Oz - USA - 1986 - 94 mins - Cert: PG 

Everyone is afraid of something…. for Dr Ross Jennings, his phobia is downright 
embarrassing. But when he moves his family to a small town, the one thing 
that bugs him most is now harming the townspeople at an alarming rate. For 
this unlikely hero, overcoming a childhood fear of spiders might just save the 
community, but it may already be too late!   

Dir: Frank Marshall - USA - 1990 - 109 mins - Cert: PG 

Before the screening, from 12.00pm-1.00pm, drop into The Black Box’s Green 
Room to see a selection of creepy-crawlies from Belfast Zoo. 

LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS   

ARACHNOPHOBIA   
Meet A Hairy, Scary Tarantula from Belfast Zoo Before the Screening!RETURN TO OZ 

HOCUS POCUS 
Fancy Dress Screening 

© Walt Disney Studios

© Walt Disney Studios

© Walt Disney Studios
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Mon 31 Oct

3.00pm (Exit: 3.45pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Lecture Theatre
Cert: PG 

£4.00 / £3.00 

What starts out as an exciting road trip for the Toy Story gang takes an 
unexpected turn for the worse following a detour to a roadside motel. After 
Mr. Potato Head suddenly disappears, his friends find themselves caught up 
in a hilarious mystery that must be solved before they suffer the same fate in 
this thrilling ‘Toy Story of Terror’!  

Dir: Angus MacLane - USA - 2013 - 22 mins - Cert: U  

Before the screening join storyteller Vicky McFarland for a spooky Halloween 
storytelling session. 

Tales at Twi-Fright! 
TOY STORY OF TERROR 
Halloween Storytelling with Vicky McFarland 

© Disney Pixar
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Sun 16 Oct

2.00pm (Exit: 4.00pm)
Ulster Museum, Lecture 
Theatre
Age: 8+  

£10.00 (All Tickets) 

Thurs 20 Oct

6.00pm (Exit: 7.00pm)
Forbidden Planet
Age: 15+ 

£5.00 / £4.00 

We are delighted to welcome composer, writer, broadcaster, and musician Neil 
Brand to the festival with his all-new show about the immortal comedy duo 
Laurel and Hardy.

From their earliest days on opposite sides of the Atlantic in Music Hall and on the 
stage, to their individual comedy films before they were paired up by Hal Roach, 
and on to their silent masterpieces before the arrival of sound, Neil will tell the 
touching story of the world’s greatest comedy team, who could not have been 
two more different men!

Fully illustrated with stills, clips (both silent and sound) and Neil’s superlative piano 
accompaniment and culminating in two of the Boys’ best silent short films, Big 
Business and Liberty, this is a show that promises gales of laughter throughout, 
as well as getting under the skin of two warm, funny men who continue to make 
the world laugh when it needs it most. 

Running time 2 hrs including interval.

Ian Nathan is one of the UK’s best-known film writers, presenters, and critics. 
He is the author of fifteen books, including Alien Vault, Anything You Can Imagine: 
Peter Jackson and the Making of Middle-Earth, Stephen King at the Movies, The 
Coppolas - A Movie Dynasty, Guillermo del Toro, Ridley Scott: A Retrospective 
and Wes Anderson: The Iconic Filmmaker and His Work. His new book, James 
Cameron: A Retrospective, will be published in October. He is the former editor 
and executive editor of Empire, still one of the world’s biggest movie magazines, 
where he remains a contributing editor. He has also contributed to The Times, 
Times Radio, The Independent, The Radio Times, and Cahiers Du Cinema. Ian 
can be seen on the Discovering Film and The Directors documentary series and 
hosting the upcoming series Classic Movies on the Sky Arts channel.

Ian will be In Conversation with Brian Henry Martin discussing his new book, 
James Cameron: A Retrospective, before taking part in a post talk signing. 

Sat 29 Oct

6.00pm (Exit: 9.00pm)
Queen’s Film Theatre
Cert: U

£12.00 (All Tickets)

Film critic, broadcaster and journalist Mark Kermode returns to Cinemagic for 
his annual Film Night to introduce and discuss Petite Maman, his 2022 festival 
pick! Mark will be sharing his thoughts on the year’s new film releases before 
answering questions from the audience. 

Petite Maman – The film tells the story of eight-year-old Nelly’s fantastical 
journey after the death of her beloved grandmother. While helping her mother 
clear out her childhood home, Nelly begins to explore the surrounding woodland 
and encounters a strangely familiar girl her own age. Instantly forming a 
connection with this mysterious new friend, Nelly embarks on a formative flight 
of fancy that encourages her to come to terms with this newfound loss.

Dir: Céline Sciamma - France - 2021 - 73 mins - Cert: U - In French with English subtitles 

Film night host (as always) the brilliant Brian Henry Martin. 

NEIL BRAND PRESENTS LAUREL AND HARDY 

James Cameron: A Retrospective 
IN CONVERSATION 
WITH IAN NATHAN 
Book Signing Event

SPECIAL 
EVENTS 

THE 18TH MARK KERMODE FILM NIGHT   
Petite Maman 
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CineSeekers Jury 5+ (Ages 5-7) /  
CineSeekers Jury 8+ (Ages 8-11)
All children participating in the jury will watch a 
select programme of films before choosing their 
favourite. Children participating in CineSeekers 
5+ must be chaperoned by an adult (parent/
guardian attendance free of charge). The films will 
be screened in their original language with English 
subtitles where necessary. 

CineSeekers Jury 12+ (Ages 12-14) /  
CineSeekers Jury 15+ (Ages 15-18) 
All young people participating in the jury will watch 
a selection of feature & short films before choosing 
their favourite. All films will be screened in their 
original language with English subtitles where 
necessary. 

Where & When:  
CineSeekers 5+ (Sat 19 Oct, 10.30am-12.30pm, 
The Belfast Barge).
CineSeekers 8+ (Sat 15 & Sun 16 Oct, 10.00am-
3.00pm, QFT Belfast).
CineSeekers 12+ (Sat 22 & Sun 23 Oct, 10.00am-
3.00pm, QFT Belfast).
CineSeekers 15+ (Tue 1 & Wed 2 Nov, 10.00am-
3.00pm, Ulster Museum).

The Juror’s Pack: 
Each jury member will receive a Juror’s Pack 
consisting of a t-shirt, bag, programme, badge, jury 
sheets and pen.

Cost: 
£5.00 per jury member for CineSeekers 5+ (Parent/
Guardian Free of Charge). 
£10.00 per jury member for all other categories. 

Availability: 
50 young people will be selected as jurors in each 
category. Jury participation is based on a first come 
first served basis.

To Apply: 
Please email juries@cinemagic.org.uk or call 
Cinemagic on Tel: 028 90 311900 to register.

We are recruiting x 4 film juries for October/November 2022.

• WATCH MOVIES FROM AROUND THE WORLD 
• CHOOSE THE FESTIVAL WINNERS
• TAKE PART IN FILM REVIEWING AND CRITIQUING WORKSHOPS
• GET YOUR JURY GOODIE BAGS
• MEET LIKE-MINDED YOUNG PEOPLE & MAKE NEW FRIENDS

CINESEEKERS - FESTIVAL JURIES 
Inspiring the Next Generation of Cinema Audiences! 
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Sat 1 Oct

10.30am (Exit: 1.00pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Learning Zone
Age: 6-11

£10.00

Among the branches and roots of some of our planet's most important 
inhabitants live the Leaflings, the secret guardians of the trees. They live in trees 
all over the world, from giant redwoods in California to cherry blossoms in Japan. 
They can teach us a lot about the trees they protect and how special they are. 
In this workshop you will find out how Niamh and Owen created their book, A 
Field Guide to Leaflings. Discover where they get their ideas, peek inside Niamh's 
sketchbook, and then participate in a fun drawing workshop. Create and design 
your own Leafling character with Niamh and Owen's help. Will it be a cherry 
blossom leafling, an oak Leafling or fantasy tree Leafling? You decide!  You will 
also get lots of tips on how to create your own Field Guide too. 

Sat 8 Oct

10.30am (Exit: 1.00pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Learning Zone
Age: 8-12

£10.00

Sat 8 Oct

2.00pm (Exit: 5.00pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Learning Zone
Age: 12-16

£10.00

Workshop led by Marshall Corwin, Creative Director, Fresh Start Media, with 
Researcher Caitlin Brennan.

In this workshop, we will go behind the scenes to learn what’s involved in making 
a weekly news magazine show for young people. Participants will be given tips on 
presenting and will get the chance to see how they come across as a reporter. A 
selection of participants will feature in a recording for a news item for the FYI: For 
Your Info news show on Sky News and Sky Kids. Participants will also learn how 
researcher Caitlin won through from thousands of applicants to take part in the 
CBBC Serious Andes environmental adventure series when she was 13. 

Marshall has been working in TV for thirty years, beginning as the Series 
Producer of Newsround on CBBC. He created and produced the CBBC extreme 
adventure strand Serious Adventure. He also developed and produced Bear Grylls 
Survival School for CITV and is currently an Executive Producer on the news 
magazine show FYI: For Your Info. 

Learn how to come up with new and original story ideas and develop your creative writing techniques in this 
practical workshop for young people. 

With over 15 years’ experience, BAFTA nominated, Jen Upton has been responsible for developing, 
producing, and writing for some of the most familiar names in children’s TV, including Fireman Sam, Noddy, 
Dennis the Menace, Paddington, and most recently Peppa Pig. Further credits include Pip and Posy, Milo, The 
Wind in the Willows, Shaun the Sheep, Peter Rabbit and Friends and Bitz and Bob. 

WRITING FOR KIDS TV 
with Jen Upton

MAKING NEWS 
AND FACTUAL 
PROGRAMMES 
FOR  YOUNG PEOPLE 
with Fresh Start Media 

MEET THE LEAFLINGS! DRAWING WORKSHOP 
with Owen Churcher & Niamh Sharkey

CREATIVITY CORNER 
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Sat 22 Oct

10.30am (Exit: 12.00pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Learning Zone
Age: 12-16

£10.00
Sat 22 Oct

1.00pm (Exit: 2.30pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Learning Zone
Age: 8-16

£10.00

Join Warrick and Beccy as they teach the skills of their trade in the art of 
Puppetry! Puppet eye focus, movement, lip synch, character building, working 
with monitors and even dancing will be covered in this masterclass! 

Warrick is the only British Sesame Street Muppet performer. He performed on 
the Disney movie Muppets Most Wanted and on the EMMY winning The Dark 
Crystal: Age of Resistance. Warrick has worked as a Puppeteer and content 
creator for the BBC on their biggest puppet projects; and has entertained kids 
on CBeebies with his original character Dodge the Dog for twelve years. 

Beccy is an actress and puppeteer best known for performing Deet in Netflix's 
The Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance and the bespectacled geek Aisling in Channel 
4's hit comedy Derry Girls. Before landing her first original puppet character, 
Beccy had been an assistant puppeteer on several UK projects including 
Pajanimals, Solo: A Star Wars Story, Wildwoods and The Secret Life of Boys.

© Jim Henson Company / NETFLIX

Meet the Editor of the iconic children's TV show Blue Peter, Ellen Evans, and ask 
her lots of questions about her job looking after the longest running children’s 
TV show in the world! 

Ellen is the Editor of Blue Peter, the famous children’s entertainment & magazine 
show on CBBC and BBC iPlayer, that’s packed full of challenges, celebrities, and 
things to do, with famous Blue Peter badges, competitions, free games online 
and an amazing fan club. Ellen is the first female editor of Blue Peter since Biddy 
Baxter, who ran the flagship series from 1965 to 1988. Ellen has worked at the 
BBC on factual and entertainment output for over 20 years, on shows for BBC 
One, BBC Two and BBC Three as well as a wide range of other BBC Children’s 
output: her personal career highlights include working on Strictly Come Dancing, 
Dragon’s Den, I love the 80’s, Comedy Map of Britain, Old Jack’s Boat: Rockpool 
Tales, and YolanDa’s Band Jam. 

PUPPETRY MASTERCLASS 
with Warrick Brownlow-Pike & Beccy Henderson 

BLUE PETER Q&A 
with Ellen Evans 
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Sat 29 Oct

2.00pm (Exit: 5.00pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Learning Zone
Age: 8-12

£10.00

Sun 30 Oct

10.30am (Exit: 1.00pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Grainger Room 
Age: 12-16

£10.00

Sat 29 Oct

10.30am (Exit: 1.00pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Learning Zone
Age: 6-11

£10.00

Join Tony Cooke as he answers all your questions 
about writing great stories and shows that the 
whole family can enjoy. How do you come up 
with brilliant ideas? What’s the secret behind hit 
TV shows? What is a script? Why is writing for 
animation different to live action TV? And how can 
you make your own writing even funnier, full of heart 
and all-round awesome…! 

BAFTA winner Tony Cooke is a writer and creator 
of TV shows for families and kids of all ages, 
writing scripts for some of the world’s best-loved 
characters and stars: from PJ Masks to Danger 
Mouse, Sarah & Duck to Dennis and Gnasher: 
Unleashed!. Tony helped bring the classic books 
Biff and Chip to CBeebies, and he’s spun twisty 
mysteries for Nickelodeon’s Hunter Street and 
given Molly and Mack a heap of ideas and ‘Oops!’ 
moments too. Now as Head Writer/Executive 
Producer on the magical Lovely Little Farm for Apple 
TV+ Tony has even written jokes for a talking alpaca, 
and a tiny, bossy duckling.

TV presenter and actress Joanna Adeyinka-Burford 
will be answering all your questions about how 
to get into the media industry and sharing her 
knowledge and top tips on presenting and acting 
at this fun-filled practical workshop for young 
creatives. 
 
Joanna is a TV presenter and actress. Her career 
has taken her on many exciting assignments 
around the world including to Uganda to host for 
the Watoto Children's Choir. She has presented 
for the Football Association at Wembley Stadium, 
hosted The Wellbeing Journey alongside Simon 
Thomas, and co-presented two BBC Live Lessons. 
However, Joanna is best known as being a regular 
presenter in the CBeebies House. 

Join CBeebies’ Chris Jarvis for a fantastic TV presenting workshop for children 
and young people.  All your questions will be answered! How do you prepare 
for filming? What are the best interview techniques? How do you get your own 
personality across on screen? And how do you stop yourself from laughing in 
front of the camera!? 

Chris Jarvis has appeared on BBC TV since 1993, hosting shows including Fully 
Booked, Friday Zone, Playdays, Jungle Run and Step Inside.  In 2002 he helped 
launch CBeebies and appeared in Show Me Show Me, Stargazing as well as 
the CBeebies Proms. Behind the scenes Chris has written and devised shows 
including the BAFTA winning Old Jack’s Boat and Rockpool Tales. He has written 
and appeared in some of the big BBC Christmas spectaculars including Strictly 
Cinderella and Jack and the Beanstalk. Last year Chris directed CBeebies’ 
The Night Before Christmas and is currently working on this year’s CBeebies 
Christmas show. 

WRITING & CREATING 
FOR TV 
with Tony Cooke

TV PRESENTING 
& ACTING 
with Joanna Adeyinka-Burford

TV PRESENTING AND PERFORMING 
with Chris Jarvis  
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Sat 29 Oct

11.00am (Exit: 
12.00pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Grainger Room
Age: 6-12

£5.00 

Learn the basics of looped animation and enjoy the magic of the zoetrope, a 
Victorian optical illusion toy. Participants will each receive their own zoetrope 
kit and will have the chance to create their own Halloween themed 12-frame 
animation strip to take home. Spin your zoetrope and see your drawings come 
to life! 

Sat 29 Oct

1.00pm (Exit: 2.00pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Grainger Room
Age: 6-12

£5.00 

Sat 29 Oct

3.00pm (Exit: 4.00pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Grainger Room
Age: 6-12

£5.00

Using light and colour, make your own mesmerising kaleidoscope from one of 
Lightbox Cinema’s specially designed kits. During the workshop participants 
construct their own kaleidoscope from toilet rolls, mirror card and straws and 
decorate a disc of card with as much colour as possible to create beautiful, 
spinning patterns.

Inspired by pioneer female silhouette animator from the 1950s, Lotte Reiniger, 
participants in this workshop create their own paper cut-out characters and 
learn the basics of stop-motion animation. Each participant will have the 
opportunity to animate their character in our illuminated Halloween themed set 
using Dragonframe animation software. 

SILHOUETTE 
STOP-MOTION 
ANIMATION WORKSHOP 

KALEIDOSCOPE WORKSHOP 

MINI-ZOETROPE WORKSHOP 

LIGHTBOX CINEMA 
WORKSHOPS

Lightbox Cinema is an initiative set up by Laura Kloss to teach and 
inspire young people about cinema heritage. Through creative and 
interactive workshops participants learn about filmmaking techniques 
from the past. In an age where digital mediums are taking over we 
look back at silent cinema, early animation, celluloid film, magic 
lanterns, and the play of light and shadow in fun, innovative ways.
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Sat 15 Oct 

10.30am 
(Exit: 12.00pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Learning Zone
Age: 16+ 
(no upper age limit)

£10.00 

Michelle Gallen was born in Northern Ireland in the mid-1970s. She studied 
English Literature at Trinity College Dublin and Publishing at Stirling University. 
Her debut novel Big Girl, Small Town was shortlisted for several major awards 
including the Costa First Novel Award and is being adapted for TV by BBC 
production company Lookout Point. Big Girl, Small Town was one of 100 Irish 
books chosen by MOLI to represent contemporary Irish writing in their online 
showcase. Her second novel, Factory Girls, was published in the UK, Ireland and 
USA this year. 

This is a fantastic opportunity for young writers and literary fans to hear from 
one of Ireland’s leading authors. Find out what it takes to develop your story 
ideas and get tips to help you with the creative process. Michelle will also talk 
about the process, development and journey of Big Girl, Small Town as it’s 
adapted for television.  

Sat 15 Oct 

1.00pm (Exit: 2.30pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Learning Zone
Age: 16-25

£10.00

Sat 15 Oct 

3.00pm (Exit: 4.30pm)
Ulster Museum, 
Learning Zone
Age: 16-25

£5.00

Find out what it takes to produce a successful Audio Drama with the UK’s leading 
audio production company. The workshop will cover – Pitching, Commissioning 
of Scripts, Development of Scripts, Casting, Production, Studio Production, 
Post-Production, and Marketing & Distribution.

Founded by Jason Haigh-Ellery in 1998, Big Finish Productions produce cutting 
edge audio drama, producing over 300 hours of new and innovative drama every 
year. With over 3,500 titles in their back catalogue, Big Finish have worked with 
the BBC, ITV, MGM, Virgin, Studio Canal, and Fremantle to bring back classic 
series such as The Avengers, Adam Adamant and Space: 1999. Their most 
successful range has been Doctor Who and the multiple spin-offs from this 
series, which star the iconic original actors returning to the roles they created on 
television.

Are you interested in writing the next Line of Duty, Squid Game or Sex Education?  Are you a fan of Eastenders, 
Casualty, or Death in Paradise and have lots of ideas for interesting storylines? 

Join BBC Writersroom NI Team, Heather Larmour, and Cathy Quinn, to hear how BBC Writersroom can help if 
you are interested in writing for TV. 

Heather and Cathy will give an overview of BBC Writersroom resources and opportunities for writers. They 
will also present a short talk on the basics and need-to-knows for writing TV Drama. Plus, they will be available 
to give tips on how to perfect your script for entry into the upcoming BBC Writersroom Open Call 2022 and 
answer other BBC Writersroom-related questions. 

PRODUCTION AND 
WRITING HUB 
WORKSHOPS & EVENTS

IN CONVERSATION 
with Michelle Gallen 

AUDIO DRAMA PRODUCTION 
with Big Finish Productions

WRITING FOR TV 
with BBC Writersroom 
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BELFAST HARBOUR
TALENT LAB

AFTERNOON TEA
at the Europa Hotel

Mon-Sun
2-5pm daily 

To Book visit: 
www.europahotelbelfast.com/dining/afternoon-tea

or call 028 9027 1066

Proud partner of

£35pp

  10%
DISCOUNT FOR CINEMAGIC ATTENDEES WHEN DINING AT

HOUSE BELFAST BETWEEN 1ST TO 31ST OCTOBER 2022 

HOUSE BELFAST IS PROUD TO PARTNER WITH
THE CINEMAGIC FILM FESTIVAL 2022 

Sat 1 Oct 

10.00am (Exit: 1.00pm)
W5
Age: 16-25

£30.00

Alex Kalymnios is an established director working both in the UK and US. US 
credits include Love You to Death starring Oscar winner Marcia Gay Harden, 
and Cleveland Abduction. She also directed and executive produced the US 
mystery drama Close Up. Further US TV credits include Titans, Impulse, The 
100, Quantico, Swat, Once Upon a Time and Timeless. She recently directed a 
new CIA action show for Netflix due for release in 2023. In the UK, Alex directed 
the critically acclaimed Three Families with further credits including Scott & 
Bailey, The White Princess, Hollyoaks Later, Eastenders & Waterloo Road. Alex also 
directed BBC3’s critically acclaimed hit Becoming Human.

DIRECTING 
with Alex Kalymnios 

Are you aged 16-25 and would like the chance to learn from film and television industry 
professionals? If the answer is yes, then this is the opportunity for you!

Cinemagic Talent Lab Masterclasses promise to provide participants with hands on 
experience, helpful advice and career guidance from industry professionals practicing 
in various areas of the film and television industry. 

Each workshop is £30.00 / Special Offer - Book any two workshops for £50.00. 

To avail of the special offer please email chloe@cinemagic.org.uk

Please note: An additional Talent Lab programme will take place in November with masterclasses in film 
crafts including Special Effects, Make-Up Design, Props, Set Design, Costume Design and Stunt Performing. 
For further details visit www.cinemagic.org.uk.
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Sat 1 Oct 

10.00am (Exit: 1.00pm)
W5
Ages: 16-25

£30.00

BAFTA-winning Phil Mount is Creative Director at 
production company Potato, part of ITV Studios. 
Since joining in 2014, Phil has been paramount to 
the success of hugely popular shows including the 
BAFTA nominated reality-documentary series 
The Big Reunion. Potato fast became a leader 
in this genre, with hits Sam & Billie: The Mummy 
Diaries, Billie & Greg: The Family Diaries, Ferne 
McCann: First Time Mum and the BAFTA-winning 
Bear Grylls: Survival School all capturing viewers’ 
attention. On the factual slate Phil oversees a range 
of documentary series and films for UK and US 
broadcasters, including 13 series of Autopsy, The 
Final Hours of… and three series of Breaking the 
Bands. Phil started his career at TFI Friday and MTV’s 
Most Wanted and was the creative force behind the 
iconic Saturday morning blockbuster SMTV Live/ 
CD:UK with Ant & Dec. 

PRODUCING 
with Phil Mount 

Sat 1 Oct 

2.00pm (Exit: 5.00pm)
W5
Age: 16-25

£30.00

Christopher Eccleston is a British actor, with a career in theatre, film and 
television that spans over 30 years. His early TV work included roles in Cracker, 
Hillsborough, and Our Friends in The North for which he received a BAFTA TV 
Award nomination. Christopher was also nominated in this category for his 
leading performance in The Second Coming. In 2011, he won the Emmy for 
Best Performance by an Actor for his role in the TV crime-drama, Accused. 
Christopher also starred in popular dramas The Leftovers, The A Word, Doctor 
Who and Dodger. His film career was launched in 1991's critically acclaimed 
Let Him Have It.  Then, in 1994, he collaborated with the Academy Award-
winning Director Danny Boyle on Boyle’s first feature film, Shallow Grave which 
was closely followed by Jude. Christopher has appeared in a diverse range of 
theatrical productions, including A Doll's House, Hamlet, Miss Julie, and Aide-
Memoire. He also assumed the titular role in the RSC’s production of Macbeth.

ACTING
with Christopher Eccleston 

Sat 1 Oct 

2.00pm (Exit: 5.00pm)
W5
Ages: 16-25

£30.00

First Assistant Director and Production Manager, 
Terry Bamber’s work in the UK Film Industry spans 
four decades of filmmaking. Cinema has always 
been an integral part of Terry's life. His career has 
taken him from Coronation Street to Thunderbirds to 
Carry-on Columbus culminating in the James Bond 
series of films including Casino Royale, Quantum 
of Solace, and Skyfall. As Assistant Director and 
Production Manager he has worked on a variety 
of films from 101 Dalmatians and Tomb Raider, to 
Phantom of the Opera. More recent film credits 
include World War Z, The Man from U.N.C.L.E., Ghost 
Stories and Stanley a Man of Variety; and for TV, 
Netflix’s Bridgerton. 

THE PRODUCTION 
MANAGER 
with Terry Bamber 

Photo Credit: Johnny Ring
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Sun 2 Oct 

10.00am (Exit: 1.00pm)
W5
Age: 16-25

£30.00

Sun 2 Oct 

2.00pm (Exit: 5.00pm)
W5
Age: 16-25

£30.00

Kate McCullough is an award-winning Irish Director 
of Photography. In 2010 she won the ‘World 
Cinematography Award in Documentary’ at 
Sundance for His & Hers. In 2017 The Hollywood 
Reporter listed Kate in the top 10 professionals 
to watch in the Irish Film Industry. In 2018 she 
was nominated for an Emmy for her work on The 
Farthest and the same year she was awarded 
the Golden Frog at Camerimage for Best 
Cinematography for her work on I, Dolours. In 2020 
Kate was selected as a Screen International Star of 
Tomorrow and in 2021 she was honoured with the 
Best Cinematography IFTA for her work on Normal 
People. In 2022 Kate was again nominated for an 
IFTA for the critically acclaimed Irish Language 
drama An Cailín Ciúin (The Quiet Girl). Kate is a 
member of the Irish Society of Cinematographers 
and Illuminatrix.

Michael made his TV directorial debut in 2010 
with the drama Eclipse for Channel 4’s Coming 
Up new talent scheme. He went on to study for a 
Masters in Fiction Directing at the National Film 
and Television School. Here his work included 
the short film The Back of Beyond, which won the 
Royal Television Society Student Award. In 2014 
Michael directed the short film Boogaloo and 
Graham. The film won the 2014 BAFTA for Best 
British Short and was nominated for an Academy 
Award. Michael made his feature debut in 2015 
with A Patch of Fog, starring Stephen Graham and 
Conleth Hill. From 2018-22 Michael directed all 
three series of hit Channel 4 comedy Derry Girls, 
written by Lisa McGee, for which he took the Best 
Director Comedy Drama/Sitcom Award at the 2018 
RTS Craft and Design Awards. His most recent 
work includes documentary Love, Tom working 
in collaboration with Nashville songwriter Tom 
Douglas. 

DIRECTING 
with Michael Lennox 

THE DIRECTOR OF 
PHOTOGRAPHY  
with Kate McCullough 

Sun 2 Oct 

10.00am (Exit: 1.00pm)
W5
Age: 16-25

£30.00

Harriet started training at 16 when she joined the BAFTA award-winning 
Nottingham Television Workshop in 2009. She then gained her first few credits 
a year later, most notably Louisa Blackwell in ITV crime thriller Safe House, 
alongside Christopher Eccleston, and Jem Walker in BBC3’s hit drama In The 
Flesh. She then continued to work on various dramas including Line of Duty 
and Marcella before taking on the series-regular role of Philipa Featherington in 
Netflix hit Bridgerton. 

ACTING
with Harriet Cains 
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Fri 28 Oct 

10.30am (Exit: 
11.30am)
Queen’s Film Theatre
Age: 15+ 

£5.00 / £4.00

Son
Dir: Samuel James Thomson

5ive
Dir: Luke Galbraith

Canned
Dir: Clemente Lohr

Woolgathering
Dir: Leila Helena Grillo

Light Comes from the East
Dir: Vlad Dragne

Dear Body
Dir: Caitlin Magnall-Kearns

War With Words
Dir: Jamie Baker

Better Late Than Never
Dir: Oscar Bell

A Portrait of Greed & Grief
Dir Sam Goddard

Black Poppies
Dir: Antonio Domingo Hall-Rodriguez

Beyond the Sea
Dir: James Andrew Ronald Pearson & 
Martha Isabel Fay Wallam

Fri 28 Oct

10.30am (Exit: 
11.30am)
Queen’s Film Theatre
Age: 15+

£5.00 / £4.00

Died in a Dream
Dir: Jordan Kai Wright 

Lucy Waits Music Video
Dir: Izzy A’isha Johnson

Go Back Ft. Genevieve Rodriguez
Dir: Alexandru Solca & Yohan Samel 

With You
Dir: Morgan Busow

Better Than You
Dir: Lucy Turner 

Your Light
Dir: Taylor Clarke

Josh Difford ‘Reverse’
Dir: ALETULLE 

Shots Music Video by ShameFaced
Dir: Aaron Coles 

The Art of Conversation
Dir: Jack Osmond

Wherever, Next.
Dir: Benedict Webb 

Podenco
Dir: Emily May Beach

Brick Wall
Dir: Christian Haywood 

Hairy
Dir: Amber May Clarke-McGrath

What Lies Ahead
Dir: Abbie Beniston 

Vines
Dir: Taylor Clarke

Our Ocean
Dir: Priya Shah 

Don’t Feed the Horses
Dir: Georgia Gregory-Morris

Fünf
Dir: Benjamin Kirkham 

Studio
Dir: Louis James Harrild

Red Dogs in Red Rooms
Dir: Georgie Grace Sweet

What can we do with used coffee 
grounds?
Dir: Wing Tung Ho

Therapy
Dir: Martha Isabel Fay Wallam

MUSIC VIDEO

SHORT SHORTS

YOUNG FILMMAKER 2022

EXPERIMENTAL 1  

MUSIC VIDEO & 
SHORT SHORTS 

Every year we receive hundreds of entries into CINEMAGIC YOUNG FILMMAKER from 
young people wishing to share their stories with a wider audience. In 2022 we received 
over 600 short film submissions from the next generation of young creatives, from 
throughout the UK and Ireland, and we a delighted to share with you the competition 
shortlists.

The shortlists are presented in several different genre packages including – Drama, 
Animation, Documentary, Fantastic, Experimental, Music Video and Short Shorts. 

As well as celebrating their work, the Young Filmmaker Shortlist Showcase Screenings 
allows young directors to view films made by their peers and offers the opportunity for 
them to network and talk movies! 

Join us as we celebrate the achievements of young people and meet the filmmaking 
stars of the future. 
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Fri 28 Oct 

12.00pm (Exit: 1.40pm)
Queen’s Film Theatre
Age: 15+ 

£5.00 / £4.00

Sat 29 Oct

10.00am 
(Exit: 11.30am)
Queen’s Film Theatre
Age: 15+ 

£5.00 / £4.00

Fri 28 Oct 

12.00pm (Exit: 1.00pm)
Queen’s Film Theatre
Age: 15+ 

£5.00 / £4.00

Sat 29 Oct

10.30am 
(Exit: 11.50am)
Queen’s Film Theatre
Age: 15+

£5.00 / £4.00

Strikers
Dir: Jodie Nicholson 

Writer In Minnesota 
Dir: Maria Pelzer

12 Minutes To Save A Life
Dir: Jacob Pounds 

Golden Hours on Keri
Dir: Yohan Samel

Intertidal Communities
Dir: Megan Annie Green 

Now I Feel Alive
Dir: Anya Bryan

Nothing To Hide
Dir: Wilson Ng 

Exploring Autism
Dir: Dean John Foley

Roots
Dir: Stephanie Anjo 

Life’s A Drag
Dir: Aisling Carroll

Susie Blue
Dir: Sarah Gwynne 

Becoming The Queen of the North
Dir: Aziz Altamimi

Natural TLC
Dir: Emma Lown 

Balance
Dir: Jimmy Hyland

Café Life
Dir: Niamh Crocock 

My Maude
Dir: Arielle Domb & Ollie Inglis

Sentient 
Dir: Harry Binstead

Can I Get a Lift Mate?
Dir: Luke Galbraith

The Morrígan
Dir: Michal Przybyl

This is My Body
Dir: Molly Hoque

Undying Heart
Dir: Cian Gibson

King of Diamonds
Dir: Charlie Crome

End Credits
Dir: Matthew McCausland

Limelight
Dir: Henry Fish & Khairah Boukhatem

Cutlery Killer
Dir: Rory Marsh

The Handyman
Dir: Callum Steadman

Rue
Dir: Casey Eldridge 

My Guardian Angel
Dir: Jay Ayliffe

Intrusive
Dir: Amber Clarke-McGrath 

Text Me When You’re Gone
Dir: Fionnuala McCormack

Rage Upon a Gentle Stream
Dir: Chloe Elizabeth Mackay

Saudade;
Dir: Eimear Young

Slay The Beast From A State of 
Peace
Dir: Miro Alleyne-McCarthy

Balls
Dir: Charlie Levers & Noah Manzoor

Snakes & Ladders
Dir: Rab McPhee

Best Student
Dir: Rebs Fisher-Jackson

Fire Alarm Goes Off in Two Houses
Dir: Jonathan Elimelech Tlalim

Only Child
Dir: Ibrahim Muhammad

Dance Your Troubles Away
Dir: Méabh Kavanagh

She Hears Crying
Dir: George Irwin

A Long Conversation...
Dir: Tom O’Hara

Rave
Dir: Emily Macrander

The Late Night Show with Harry 
Vegas
Dir: Alex Wheeler

Boys Don’t Cry
Dir: Hannah Oehry

Change Gear
Dir: Barney Herrin

Trust Me a Little 
Dir: Lewis McClean

DOCUMENTARY 

FANTASTIC 1 

EXPERIMENTAL 2 
DRAMA 1 
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Sat 29 Oct

12.00pm (Exit: 1.30pm)
Queen’s Film Theatre
Age: 15+

£5.00 / £4.00

Sat 29 Oct

12.15pm (Exit: 1.30pm)
Queen’s Film Theatre
Age: 15+ 

£5.00 / £4.00

Ghost Grudge
Dir: Max Thomas Davies

While the Going is Good
Dir: Toby Norman

Moonwalker
Dir: Max Stephen Roach

Mobnopoly
Dir: Alycia Potter

Asset of Teeth
Dir: Róisín Leavy-Sahin

Radio Signals
Dir: Jackson Lennon

Last Dance of the Hidden Eyes
Dir: Jasper Banerjee

Where Did Tom Go?
Dir: Isabelle Tilli

Faithful
Dir: Ciara Harrington

Soulmates
Dir: Shona Kelly

The Doll
Dir: Ben Alfred Adams

The Opinion of Woe and the 
Fractured Mind Thereof
Dir: Peter Collins

Big Boys Don’t Cry
Dir: Oscar Bell

Sons of Róisín
Dir: Conor Bradley

A Simpleton’s Guide to Botany
Dir: Oran Dunn

Bet Fredrica
Dir: Daylen Oakes

Till Death Do Us Part
Dir: Oliver James Frisby

My Name Is Yours
Dir: Clarenz Gutierrez Badlis

Lady Macbeth
Dir: Rajab Mahmood

Leech
Dir: Andrew McGregor

FANTASTIC 2 

DRAMA 2 

Sun 30 Oct

10.30am 
(Exit: 12.00pm)
Queen’s Film Theatre
Age: 15+

£5.00 / £4.00

Flotsam & Jetsam
Dir: Felix Surplus

Suburb
Dir: Miles Jezuita

The Oubliette
Dir: Max Hendrickson

Hiding
Dir: Tom Carey

Heartwood
Dir: Clara Schildhauer & Reyes Fernández

Stuffed
Dir: Kerry Louise Howlett

M.A.
Dir: Ian Chan & Jean-Louis Khaou

Happy Dance
Dir: Gabi Germain

Rediscovery
Dir: Rhys Harvey-Watkins

The Last Straw
Dir: Cleo Parker

Nightlife
Dir: Catherine Graham

The Creature of Hy-Brasil
Dir: Nathan Lowry

Send Kelp
Dir: Sophie Ann Lamb 

Dollhouse
Dir: Jade Halion

Trash Can
Dir: Greta Semionovaite

Small Hours
Dir: Marta Sniezek & Christian Spurling

Lonely Souls
Dir: Finn Morgan-Roberts

Repeat
Dir: Roisin Clothier

ANIMATION 

AWARDS ANNOUNCEMENT:  
The Young Filmmaker Awards will take place on Sunday 30th October, 1pm,  

Queen’s Film Theatre (Screen 1). Tickets available via QFT Box Office. 
Tickets available via QFT Box Office from 1st October.72
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The Cinemagic education programme is 
recognised for its ability to use film to engage with 
young people; to stimulate discussion on social 
issues and to provide practical opportunities to 
learn new skills. In 2022 Cinemagic will offer schools 
and young people the chance to take part in a 
hybrid programme delivered in-school, in screening 
venues and as part of an online education activity 
programme.  

PRE-SCHOOL & PRIMARY 
For pre-school and primary school audiences 
we have exciting events taking place in Belfast 
screening venues. The Ulster Museum will be home 
to our Schools’ Programme Foodbank Initiative 
where rather than paying for a ticket to gain entry to 
the film screening, we are inviting pupils to donate 
one essential food item needed by Foodbanks to 
support local communities. Our partners from the 
Trussell Trust will introduce each of the screenings 
to inform young audiences about their key work 

in tackling food poverty. We are delighted BAFTA 
Kids will be returning to the Festival for a Key Skills 
Workshop and Young Presenters Workshop with 
De-Graft Mensah from BBC Newsround; and Artist 
and illustrator Oliver Jeffers will be taking part in a 
very special schools’ Q&A. 

In-School activities will include a storytelling 
masterclass with author Marianne McShane, 
and we will be touring several workshops and 
screening programmes including - The Film Report 
(Presenting Workshop); SFX Make-Up; Pre-School 
Shorts and Primary In-School Jury Programmes. 

After the success of last year’s NI Schools’ Online 
Film Jury Competition, a new programme is 
available for 2022. This year’s competition will 
be an all-Ireland initiative and we will again have 
downloadable classroom resources for each of 
the short animations in the programme. 

POST-PRIMARY & COLLEGE
For post-primary and college students we have 
several exciting film exhibition and industry 
workshop opportunities on offer. We are delighted 
to welcome Visual Effects giants Framestore to the 
festival for a schools Q&A and careers presentation. 
Show creator and writer Holly Phillips will be visiting 
the festival to take part in a schools Q&A explaining 
how she launched and created shows such as Get 
Even and Rebel Cheer Squad, while author, writer 
and critic Ian Nathan will be talking about his new 
book James Cameron – A Retrospective during a 
schools Q&A before a screening of the Cameron 
classic The Abyss. We also have a special festival 
screening of the critically acclaimed documentary 
Young Plato followed by a Q&A with co-director 
Neasa Ni Chianain. We welcome back our annual 
Genre Studies presentation and screening for MIA 
Students, and we will be working in partnership with 

CCEA and the Foyle Film Festival to bring the 2022 
Moving Image Arts Awards Showcase to Belfast. 

In-School activities on offer include Podcasting 
for Beginners, BBFC Online Classification 
Workshops, SFX Make-Up Tutorials, Film Review 
Workshops and Short Film Juries. 

FULL PROGRAMME (Dates/Times & Venues)
To download the full education programme PDF 
please visit www.cinemagic.org.uk 

TEACHER INFORMATION
If you would like your school or class to sign-up to 
any of the film education activities listed please 
contact schools@cinemagic.org.uk or  
Tel: 028 9031 1900.

FILM EDUCATION ACTIVITIES  
For Schools & Colleges / Oct-Nov 2022
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Cinemagic Public Timetable

Date Time Workshop / Screening Exit Time Venue Page

Sat 1 Oct 10.00am Talent Lab: Directing with Alex Kalymnios 1.00pm W5 63

10.00am Talent Lab: Producing with Phil Mount 1.00pm W5 64

10.30am Lloyd of the Flies 11.30am Ulster Museum 30

10.30am Meet the Leaflings! Drawing Workshop 1.00pm Ulster Museum 52

1.00pm Bee Movie 2.30pm Ulster Museum 35

2.00pm Talent Lab: The Production Manager with 
Terry Bamber 5.00pm W5 64

2.00pm Talent Lab: Acting with  
Christopher Eccleston 5.00pm W5 65

3.00pm The Secret of Kells + Intro with  
Niamh Sharkey 4.30pm Ulster Museum 38

Sun 2 Oct 10.00am Talent Lab: The DOP with Kate McCullough 1.00pm W5 67

10.00am Talent Lab: Acting with Harriet Cains 1.00pm W5 66

10.30am Best Birthday Ever 11.45am Ulster Museum 14

11.00am Mia and Me: The Hero of Centopia 12.25pm ODEON Belfast 12

1.00pm Hug Me - The Movie (Teddy Bear Screening) 2.10pm Ulster Museum 14

2.00pm Talent Lab: Directing with Michael Lennox 5.00pm W5 67

3.00pm The Water Babies 4.35pm Ulster Museum 32

Wed 5 Oct 7.20pm A Firecracker Story 9.00pm The Black Box 23

Thurs 6 Oct 7.30pm Forever Young 9.00pm The Black Box 24

Sat 8 Oct 10.30am Valentina 11.35am Ulster Museum 15

10.30am Making News & Factual Programmes 
Workshop 1.00pm Ulster Museum 53

11.00am Shorts for Shorties 12.00pm The Belfast Barge 25

1.00pm The Sky is Square 2.30pm The Belfast Barge 26

1.00pm The Lorax 2.30pm Ulster Museum 36

2.00pm Writing for Kids TV Workshop 5.00pm Ulster Museum 53

3.00pm Tinker Bell and the Legend of the NeverBeast + 
Intro with Jonny Willox 4.30pm Ulster Museum 39

Sun 9 Oct 10.30am Peter Rabbit 11.30am Ulster Museum 30

1.00pm Journey to Yourland 2.25pm Ulster Museum 15

3.00pm The Last Unicorn 4.35pm Ulster Museum 32
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Wed 12 Oct 6.00pm Lyle, Lyle, Crocodile 7.45pm Strand Arts Centre 13

Sat 15 Oct 10.30am Vinski and the Invisibility Powder 12.00pm Queen's Film Theatre 16

10.30am Immobile Stars & Funny Birds 11.30am Ulster Museum 27

10.30am In Conversation with Michelle Gallen 12.00pm Ulster Museum 60

12.30pm Future TX 2.15pm Queen's Film Theatre 16

1.00pm FernGully: The Last Rainforest 2.15pm Ulster Museum 36

1.00pm Audio Drama Production Workshop 2.30pm Ulster Museum 61

3.00pm Charlotte's Web + Intro with Michelle Gallen 5.00pm Ulster Museum 39

3.00pm BBC Writersroom - Writing for TV 4.30pm Ulster Museum 61

Sun 16 Oct 10.20am Fantasia 12.30pm Ulster Museum 33

10.15am Island of Lost Girls 12.30pm Queen's Film Theatre 17

11.00am Vesper 12.45pm ODEON Belfast 18

1.00pm Laura's Star 2.20pm Queen's Film Theatre 17

2.00pm Neil Brand Presents Laurel and Hardy 4.00pm Ulster Museum 48

Thurs 20 Oct 6.00pm In Conversation with Ian Nathan + Book 
Signing 7.00pm Forbidden Planet 48

Sat 22 Oct 10.30am Karma's World 11.10am Ulster Museum 31

10.30am How I Learned to Fly 12.00pm Queen's Film Theatre 19

10.30am Puppetry Masterclass 12.00pm Ulster Museum 54

12.30pm A Butterfly’s Heart 2.20pm Queen's Film Theatre 19

12.30pm Annie 2.35pm Ulster Museum 33

1.00pm Blue Peter Q&A 2.30pm Ulster Museum 55

3.00pm The Iron Giant + Intro with Oliver Jeffers 4.45pm Ulster Museum 40

Sun 23 Oct 10.30am The Seekers - Thrill Night 12.10pm Queen's Film Theatre 20

11.00am The Wizard of Oz 12.45pm ODEON Belfast 34

12.30pm Moana 2.20pm Ulster Museum 37

1.00pm My Robot Brother 2.25pm Queen's Film Theatre 20

3.00pm Aladdin + Pyjama Party & Storytelling 5.00pm Ulster Museum 34

Fri 28 Oct 10.30am Young Filmmaker: Experimental 1 11.30am Queen's Film Theatre 68

10.30am Young Filmmaker: Music Video & Short 
Short 11.30am Queen's Film Theatre 69

12.00pm Young Filmmaker: Experimental 2 1.00pm Queen's Film Theatre 70

12.00pm Young Filmmaker: Documentary 1.40pm Queen's Film Theatre 70

Sat 29 Oct 10.00am Young Filmmaker: Fantastic 1 11.30am Queen's Film Theatre 71

10.30am Young Filmmaker: Drama 1 11.50am Queen's Film Theatre 71

10.30am Lovely Little Farm 11.45am Ulster Museum 31

10.30am TV Presenting & Performing Workshop 1.00pm Ulster Museum 56

11.00am Mini-Zoetrope Workshop 12.00pm Ulster Museum 58

12.00pm Young Filmmaker: Fantastic 2 1.30pm Queen's Film Theatre 72

12.15pm Young Filmmaker: Drama 2 1.30pm Queen's Film Theatre 72

1.00pm WALL·E 2.40pm Ulster Museum 37

1.00pm Kaleidoscope Workshop 2.00pm Ulster Museum 59

2.00pm Writing & Creating for TV Workshop 5.00pm Ulster Museum 57

3.00pm Silhouette & Stop-Motion Animation 
Workshop 4.00pm Ulster Museum 59

3.10pm Song of the Sea + Intro with Marianne 
McShane 5.00pm Ulster Museum 40

6.00pm Mark Kermode Film Night - Petite Maman 9.00pm Queen's Film Theatre 49

Sun 30 Oct 10.20am Letter To You 12.00pm Queen's Film Theatre 28

10.30am Young Filmmaker: Animation 12.00pm Queen's Film Theatre 73

10.30am Frankenweenie + Fancy Dress 12.00pm Ulster Museum 42

10.30am TV Preseting & Acting Workshop 1.00pm Ulster Museum 57

12.30pm Apocalypse Anytime Now 2.10pm Queen's Film Theatre 29

12.30pm Bedknobs & Broomsticks + Q&A with Cindy 
O'Callaghan 3.00pm Ulster Museum 42

1.00pm Young Filmmaker: Awards 2.30pm Queen's Film Theatre 73

3.45pm Mr Hullabaloo's Happy Halloween 4.45pm Ulster Museum 43

Mon 31 Oct 10.30am Vampirina + Halloween Drama 11.30am Ulster Museum 43

10.30am Return to Oz 12.25pm The Black Box 44

1.00pm Hocus Pocus + Fancy Dress 2.40pm Ulster Museum 44

1.00pm Arachnophobia + Belfast Zoo 
'Creepy-Crawlies' 2.50pm The Black Box 45

3.00pm Toy Story of Terror + Storytelling 3.45pm Ulster Museum 46

3.20pm Little Shop of Horrors 4.55pm The Black Box 45

Tues 1 Nov 10.30am Comedy Queen 12.05pm Ulster Museum 21

1.00pm Night Forest 2.35pm Ulster Museum 21

Wed 2 Nov 10.30am The Sleeping Beast 12.15pm Ulster Museum 22

1.00pm Moja Vesna 2.20pm Ulster Museum 22

Sun 27 Nov 11.00am CBeebies Panto ’22 12.00pm ODEON Belfast  13
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